COMP 15 Office Hours Fall 2018

TA Office hours will be held by default in the upstairs collaboration room (Halligan 221). If you can’t tell who the TA on duty is, don’t hesitate to literally shout out “WHO IS THE 15 TA!” If there is no one there, consult the pinned Piazza post titled “Current office hours location”. Sometimes due to high volumes of people, the TAs have to move to different locations.

Schedule for Monday:

09:00: Office Hr TAs: Angela_Sun, Kevin_Destin
10:30: Office Hr TAs: Derek_Egolf, Kevin_Destin
13:30: Office Hr TAs: Ryan_Luu
15:00: Office Hr TAs: Ryan_Luu
16:30: Office Hr TAs: Ashley_Smith, Favour_Okereke-Mba
18:00: Office Hr TAs: Ashley_Wicks, Casey_Culligan
19:30: Office Hr TAs: Ashley_Wicks, Casey_Culligan
21:00: Office Hr TAs: Eli_Rosmarin, Lawrence_Chan

Schedule for Tuesday:

09:00: Office Hr TAs: August_Moore, Tanya_Sinha
10:30: Office Hr TAs: Kapil_Devkota, August_Moore
12:00: Office Hr TAs: Kapil_Devkota, Clara_Oppenheimer
13:30: Office Hr TAs: Chris_Camacho, Madeline_Payne
15:00: Office Hr TAs: Supriya_Sanjay
16:30: Office Hr TAs: Emma_Resor, Jorge_Eguiguren
18:00: Office Hr TAs: Emily_Riseberg, Jorge_Eguiguren
19:30: Office Hr TAs: Alice_Dempsey, Maxwell_Ekechukwu
21:00: Office Hr TAs: Alice_Dempsey

Schedule for Wednesday:
09:00: Office Hr TAs: Aditi_Kocherlakota, Angela_Sun
10:30: Office Hr TAs: Aditi_Kocherlakota, Madeline_Payne
13:30: Office Hr TAs: Deepanshu_Utkarsh, Ryan_Luu
15:00: Office Hr TAs: Hayden_Wolff, Ryan_Luu
16:30: Office Hr TAs: Jarett_Mirecki, Lawrence_Chan
18:00: Office Hr TAs: Jarett_Mirecki, Margaret_Urheim
19:30: Office Hr TAs: Emily_Riseberg, Nicholas_Barris, Saad_Mazhar
21:00: Office Hr TAs: Eli_Rosmarin, Emma_Resor, Hayden_Wolff

Schedule for Thursday:
09:00: Office Hr TAs: Kapil_Devkota
10:30: Office Hr TAs: Kapil_Devkota, August_Moore
12:00: Office Hr TAs: Rebecca_Newman, Chris_Camacho
13:30: Office Hr TAs: Rebecca_Newman, Emma_Resor
15:00: Office Hr TAs: Michelle_Luo
16:30: Office Hr TAs: Clara_Oppenheimer
18:00: Office Hr TAs: Alice_Dempsey, Clara_Oppenheimer
19:30: Office Hr TAs: Angela_Sun, Maxwell_Ekechukwu
21:00: Office Hr TAs: Supriya_Sanjay, Tanya_Sinha

Schedule for Friday:

10:30: Office Hr TAs: Kapil_Devkota, Andrea_Vorametsanti
12:00: Office Hr TAs: Saad_Mazhar
13:30: Office Hr TAs: Derek_Egolf, Kevin_Destin
15:00: Office Hr TAs: Favour_Okereke-Mba, Supriya_Sanjay

Schedule for Saturday:

No TAs unless extenuating circumstances

Schedule for Sunday:

13:30: Office Hr TAs: Aditi_Kocherlakota, Deepanshu_Utkarsh
15:00: Office Hr TAs: Derek_Egolf, Kevin_Destin
16:30: Office Hr TAs: Derek_Egolf, Saad_Mazhar
18:00: Office Hr TAs: Saad_Mazhar, Tanya_Sinha
19:30: Office Hr TAs: Eli_Rosmarin, Nicholas_Barris
21:00: Office Hr TAs: Chris_Camacho, Nicholas_Barris